
6500  7000  Comparison for Hearing Aid Manufacturers

The 7000 Hearing Aid Test System has greatly improved upon the user interface, testing capability, and computer 
interface of the 6500-CX. Here is a summary of those improvements:
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User Interface The 6500-CX used a fixed-key user 
interface. This created a limitation on 
the ability to add new commands and 
features to the analyzer, and created a 
certain amount of awkwardness to key 
presses.

The 7000 has a soft function key 
approach, making the interface much 
more flexible and able to adapt to new 
testing requirements. The user interface 
is also very consistent from screen to 
screen, making the analyzer have a much 
better learning curve than the 6500-CX. 
You can also customize several of the 
navigation screens from the Opening 
screen, allowing the user to jump directly 
into a particular test screen. For instance, 
you can configure F4 to enter ANSI 96 and 
F5 to enter ANSI 03.

Video Resolution The 6500-CX has a non-standard low 
video resolution. As a result, part of the 
6500-CX display is cut off when it is 
attached to a modern LCD monitor. The 
low screen resolution also limited the 
amount of data that could be presented 
on the screen.

The 7000 has a much higher resolution 
display that easily connects to an LCD 
monitor. More data can be presented on 
the display at one time, and the screen 
display is much more readable and nicer 
to look at.

Menu Settings The 6500-CX has a lot of different 
parameters available, but they are 
scattered through many different menus 
and require some awkward navigation to 
get at them. It is possible to change the 
default settings of many of these settings, 
but there is no indication of which 
settings are configurable and which ones 
aren’t. 

The 7000 has a very clean interface for 
settings. Each test screen has a local 
menu that affects the current screen. 
Default settings are configurable in a 
separate Default Setup Menu in which 
it is very clear what is being saved when 
the default settings are changed. You can 
also control most default settings using 
computer RS232 commands. The 6500 
list of commands that was controllable via 
RS232 was much more limited.

Test Result Storage On the 6500-CX, ANSI and other 
automated test sequence results are only 
stored on the analyzer for as long as 
the user is in the screen. As soon as the 
screen is exited, the data is erased. For 
coupler multicurve (and some real-ear) 
measurements, the concept is the same. 
Once the screen is exited, unless the user 
specifically saved the response curve 
using the Multicurve feature, the data is 
lost.

On the 7000, data is stored on the 
analyzer until it is overwritten, the 
analyzer is reset, or the analyzer is 
powered off. Two sets of data is stored: 
one for the left ear and one for the right 
ear. This is a huge improvement and goes 
a long way towards making sure that test 
data is not lost unexpectedly.
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Improved Sound 
Chamber

The 6020 chamber used by the 6500-CX 
has a concave basket that creates some 
wear and tear on the microphone cords 
and microphone head. 

The 7020 chamber has a number of 
improvements. The basket is flat and has 
a larger working surface, making it easier 
to position hearing aids, and should also 
have a better long term affect on the 
wear and tear microphones. The sound 
and vibration isolation have also been 
improved. There is an optional “lifter” for 
easier opening of the chamber.

Improved Telecoil 
Measurements

On the 6500-CX, telecoil measurements 
at levels other than 10 mA/m or 32 mA/m 
required an external box and a custom 
modification to the circuitry of the 
analyzer in order to use the box. 

On the 7000, Telecoil measurements can 
be performed at 1, 1.78, 3.16, 5.62, 10.0, 
17.8, 31.6, 56.2, and 100 mA/m in the 
Coupler Multicurve screen, requiring no 
extra modifications or special accessories. 
Via RS232 computer control, telecoil 
input levels can be set in 0.01 mA/m 
intervals from 1 to 100 mA/m.

Updates Via Email To perform a software upgrade on the 
6500-CX analyzer, it was necessary to 
open the main module, extract one of 
the electronics boards, and replace an 
EPROM containing the software. 

Updates to the 7000 are much easier. 
You just need to connect the analyzer 
to a computer using a serial port, and 
install the 7000 upgrade program that we 
provide you via email or CD format. The 
upgrade program will download the latest 
software version onto the 7000 analyzer.

Internal Printing The 6500-CX printer is 2 1/4 inches (6 
cm) in width. To print a test screen, the 
analyzer divides the screen into top and 
bottom and prints each separately. The 
user then has to rearrange the pieces with 
the first piece above the second piece to 
reconstruct the screen.

The 7000 printer is almost twice as wide 
as the 6500-CX paper at close to 4 1⁄4 
inches (11 cm), allowing the full screen to 
be printed in one strip. This saves time, 
paper, money, and hassle. 

End of Support for 
the 6500-CX and IEC 
2005

The 6500-CX has been a workhorse 
for twenty years, and we have put a lot 
of time and effort into its continued 
development. However, all good things 
must eventually come to and end, and 
we are starting to have difficulty finding 
parts for the 6500-CX. The last software 
update was adding ANSI 03, the last 
analyzer was manufactured in 2004, and 
the analyzer was discontinued on January 
1, 2005. We guarantee service for existing 
6500-CX analyzers until January 1, 2010, 
and we will continue to repair analyzers 
after that date for as long as parts are 
available, but we are already starting to 
have difficulties finding all necessary 
parts.

The ANSI S3.22-2003 automated 
test sequence was the final software 
upgrade for the 6500-CX. Although 
we had stopped development on the 
6500 when this standard was ready for 
implementation, we added it to support 
all of our many customers. The new IEC 
60118-7:2005 automated test sequence 
is the first standard available on the 
7000 and not on the 6500-CX. All future 
software upgrades will be for the 7000 
analyzer and not the 6500-CX.
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RF Susceptibility The 6500-CX does not conform to new 
strict IEC 60601-1 regulations.

The newly designed 7000 M1950E cou-
pler microphone and M707 probe micro-
phone set have improved RF susceptibil-
ity shielding required by the IEC 60601-1 
regulations. This makes testing less 
susceptible to noise from cell phones and 
other similar devices.

Computer Controls

More commands, 
better interface

The 6500-CX RS232 commands were 
added upon user request. This created 
a list of useful commands, but not 
all functions of the analyzer could be 
performed using the RS232 commands. 

One of the goals of the 7000 Hearing Aid 
Test System is for complete control of 
the analyzer to be possible through the 
computer interface. Although there are 
still a few commands on the analyzer that 
cannot be produced through the computer 
controls, this list is limited and growing 
smaller all the time.

Changing modes 
easier

On the 6500-CX, it was not always pos-
sible to go directly from one major mode 
(test screen) to another major mode. Usu-
ally a RESET command had to be used 
to exit from one mode and go back to the 
main Composite screen before entering 
another mode.

On the 7000, it is possible to jump from 
mode to mode (screen to screen) without 
intermediate steps required. This greatly 
improves the logic of the computer 
control protocol and saves time.

Immediate error 
messages

On the 6500-CX, a bad computer com-
mand can be sent to the analyzer without 
the analyzer sending back an error mes-
sage. A separate command was necessary 
to check the validity of any command. 

On the 7000, immediate error messages 
are given, requiring no extra queries. This 
is both easier to program and quicker to 
troubleshoot.

Support for batch 
commands

On the 6500-CX, it was usually necessary 
to give only one command per poll. Since 
the poll speed of the computer connec-
tion is often the limiting factor when 
it comes to the speed of the test, this is 
a very limiting factor. It was actually 
possible to batch multiple back to back 
commands using a “quick terminate”, but 
there were a lot of caveats involved, and 
the behavior of the RS232 commands 
wasn’t consistently implemented.

On the 7000, the behavior of the RS232 
commands is much more consistent, 
making batch commands much more 
reliable and easy to implement. This 
batching technique has the possibility to 
greatly speed up testing.

Connection  
fine-tuning

The 6500-CX had a fixed baud rate of 
9600 with no possibility of changing 
either the baud rate or the timeouts used 
in the connection.

On the 7000, the baud rate is configurable 
from 9600 to 57600. It is also possible to 
change the “poll holdoff” timeouts. This 
allows the computer connection with the 
analyzer to be fine-tuned for maximum 
throughput of the FIPP protocol
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More configurable 
test parameters

On the 6500-CX, there was a limited 
choice of allowed parameters for test 
settings. 

On the 7000, this list has been greatly 
expanded.

Here are a few examples:
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Amplitude 5 dB intervals 0.01 dB intervals

Frequency 100 Hz intervals 50 Hz intervals

Delay times Fixed list 10 ms intervals

New Improvements to the 7000 with more to come!

Expanded RS232 for Automated Test Sequences

With the release of software version 1.60, we have released an expanded RS232 method for performing 
automated test sequences. With the current method (pre-1.60) method of performing ANSI, IEC, and JIS 
automated test sequence, if it was desired by the manufacturer to perform individual measurements without 
repeating the entire sequence, it was necessary to “roll your own” test sequence. This requires the manufacturers 
to research and implement the individual measurements across three separate screens (Coupler Multicurve, 
Coupler I/O, and Attack & Release). This takes both development time and extra time running the tests in 
production.

Version 1.60 includes a new expanded RS232 method for implementing the IEC 2005 automated test sequence. 
With the expanded RS232 method, it is now possible to perform individual measurements within the automated 
test sequence screen. This will allow the manufacturer to repeat specific measurements within the automated 
test screen without having to repeat the entire test sequence. This means that manufacturers do not have to 
spend developer time researching and implementing individual measurements of an automated test sequence. 
It is only necessary to implement the new calls to the individual tests in the IEC 05 test screen. The new RS232 
method will also make testing time considerably faster because the analyzer will not have to spend any time 
switching between screens. And, the computer will not have to send as many RS232 commands.

This new expanded RS232 methodology was created from direct feedback from our hearing aid manufacturing 
customers, and we have spent a lot of effort making it work logically and efficiently. We hope that it will be 
greeted with enthusiasm. If we get good feedback, we will also implement it for the ANSI test sequence.

New Documentation

We are currently working on a complete revision of our existing RS232 documentation. We are putting it into 
a web-based HTML format with hyperlinks between related topics, making it much easier to locate relevant 
information. At the same time, we are updating the existing information and expanding it to make it more 
comprehensive and easier to understand and use. We expect to publish this new documentation on our 
website in late spring 2007. The documentation will only cover the 7000 and FP35 RS232 protocols. The older 
documentation format will still be available for the 6500-CX and FP40 RS232 protocols.
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